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FAQS 
  
How Will Tryouts Run 
Try outs will be a smooth stress free process where the Kids will workout for 
an hour with the coaches. The Kids will demonstrate tumbling ,jumps, and 
motion skills during this time. 

How many Competitions 
The recreational teams will compete at 5 local regional 
events and the All star team will compete at 2 regionals 7 
Nationals 
How many Practices 
The recreational teams will only practice once a week for 2 
hours All Star Teams will practice 2xs a week once during 
the week for 2 hours and 1x on the weekend for 2.5 to 3 
hours. 
Will it interfere with school, ASA,PSA FFl 
NO!! Neither rec or all star will interfere with school or local 
recreational cheer leagues. We highly encourage doing both 
Do we Travel 
The recreational teams will not travel nor compete at large 
National events . All star will travel to Houston. 
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Will Rec be as advanced as the Envy all-star teams 
No if you’re looking for more advanced recreational cheer is 
not it. Recreational cheer is for the beginner looking to get 
into competitive cheer but not ready for the full commitment. 
Cost 
Cost is half the price Of all-star Cheer due to half the practice 
times and not competing at NCA, ACA, Cheer Power, and 
American Championships. 
Do we have to be at every practice and competition 
Yes 
When will we know when we compete 
You will know times on the Wednesday before the 
competition  
What are the skills of the recreational team 
Beginners working on learning to cheer and tumble if you’re 
more advanced I highly recommend the All Star teams 
Where Will the competitions be 
Dallas, Ft. Worth, Garland, Arlington & Denton 
Can we go on the Sprit Celebration cruise boat Nationals 
Sorry that is for the All Star Teams 
  
Will We tumble 
We will tumble at the beginning but once we get the routine 
going the full 2 hours will be spent on routines. If you’re 
interested in tumbling class please see the front desk for our 
discounted recreational  tumbling classes. 
  
 


